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ISSUE/description:    5. THE ECONOMY.  The continuing effects of the latest recession; 

unemployment; a high level of dependency on the Navy and Tourism; 
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local economy, plus economic trends. 
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    Title              Date      Time/Duration  Program type       Description 
1. Channel 3 News at 9PM  08/16/19 09:00PM/1.5 minutes News                   * 
    on WFGX 

* More jobs are coming to Pensacola.  ST Engineering and Careersource Esarosa hosted a hiring 
event for their expanding Pensacola facility Thursday morning, looking to fill their open positions as 
aircraft technicians and mechanics.  The hiring fair is attracting people in Pensacola with a military 
background.  Phil Jackson, retired Marine, came out to the event with hopes of getting back into the 
aviation industry.  He grew up around planes at Pensacola NAS.  While most positions with ST 
Engineering require specific qualifications and certifications, Jackson said the company shouldn't 
have a hard time finding qualified candidates in town.  "Having this additional employer in the area in 
the business of aviation is great, between the Navy and Marine Corps, all the instructors and 
mechanics that come through here, I think they are not going to have any problems finding people," 
said Jackson.  Representatives with ST Engineering at the hiring event told applicants that even if 
they don't have the right certifications, there may be other opportunities to get on board.  ST 
Engineering announced last month that the U.S. Department of Commerce Economic Development 
Administration is investing $12.25 million to help establish a new aircraft maintenance training facility 
at the Pensacola International Airport. 

 
2. Channel 3 News at 9PM  08/19/19 06:00AM/2.7 minutes News                 ** 
    on WFGX 

** The auto industry is a growing field but there are currently not enough mechanics and technicians. 
According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, the industry needs 76 thousand new mechanics to 
join the field each year for the next decade.  At George Stone Technical College in Escambia County 
students get their hands down and dirty to learn everything about cars and hopefully get them a job 
lined up by the end of their 14-month program.  Edward Sizemore, Instructor of the Automotive 
Collision Technology Technician program says most of his students graduate with a job.  He gets 
calls every week from local shops looking for technicians who are ready to come to work. "The 
average age of a technician in the automotive industry is 57 right now, so we need a lot of young 
blood to come into the field and take over when they start to retire," said Sizemore.  Bobby Likis, 
Owner of Bobby Likis Car Clinic, said he's seen the shortage in the industry for the past 15 years. 
"Unfortunately, until consumers start to feel the pain, I don't think we'll see much of a change, our 
academia of the world are not really into growing automotive technicians and that's a shame," said 
Likis.  With the advancement of technology Likis said "car owners need to know just how 
sophisticated their automobiles are, so they know they have to have a technician to work on their 
automobile."  To get more technicians into his shop Likis offers incentives like helping pay for their 
education and providing flexible work hours so they can continue to go to school.  At George Stone, 
Sizemore said their automotive classes stay full throughout the year.   
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3. Channel 3 News at 9PM  08/26/19 09:00PM/1-minute News                *** 
    on WFGX  

*** The future of tourism in Northwest Florida and across the state is looking up, according to Visit 
Florida leaders.  They held a community meeting in Pensacola Monday to share their latest research. 
In Northwest Florida, visitors are up by more than 27 percent.  Leaders say those tourists have 
helped boost hotel bed tax collections by 50 percent over the past four years.  "Our research shows if 
someone sees a Visit Florida advertisement outside the state, they are twice as likely to plan a trip 
here; and we found if an African-American traveler sees a Visit Florida ad, they are three times more 
likely to plan a trip here.  So, it's a very important group of travelers that we need to make sure we're 
communicating with,” said Visit Florida President Dana Young.  In 2018, a record number of visitors 
came to Florida – a whopping 127 million people. 

 

4. Channel 3 News at 9PM  09/18/19 09:00PM/1.9 minutes News              **** 
    on WFGX  

**** It was a groundbreaking day for what is a groundbreaking project in Northwest Florida.  It will be 
a mix of old and new, with the goal of providing housing and resurrecting a decades-old building.  
Like many brick and mortar stores, the Santa Rosa Mall in Mary Esther has seen better days, but 
things are changing.  An upscale apartment complex is the mall’s newest tenant.  “It will be a 229-unit 
luxury apartment complex that is replacing the Belk department store at Santa Rosa Mall,” explained 
Rea Venture Group Vice President Breck Kean.  The project, two years in the making, is part of a 
national movement; but one usually reserved for larger communities.  "It is a national trend, the 
redevelopment of malls across the country are happening.  Most of them in much larger, urban 
areas,” Kean added.  The 1 to 3-bedroom units will meet a need for housing, both in and out of the 
military community.  Rent for the apartments run between $1,000 - $1,600.  For the city, this 
development is a big boom.  "We are expecting $200,000 additional ad valorem revenue to the city 
from this apartment complex,” said Mary Esther Mayor Margaret McLemore.  For the Santa Rosa 
Mall, it’s a first step in reinventing itself.  "We have the multifamily we are building now, and we add to 
that additional uses.  Whether it be elderly housing, a second phase of multifamily,” said Santa Rosa 
Mall Co-Owner David Schonberger.  The Renaissance Santa Rosa Apartments will give this retail 
hub a helping hand and offer its new residents a place to live, work and play.  The complex will have 
resort level amenities.  It’s scheduled for completion in fall 2020. 

 

5. Full Measure with 09/22/19 12:30PM/4 min. Public Affairs             ***** 
    Sharyl Attkisson 
***** Across the country, many cities and states don’t have the money to pay pensions to current and 
future retiring workers.  Some states are getting creative in investments to make money for these 
payments.  And there’s no governmental oversight over state pension funds … workers have to trust 
their investment judgement that the earnings will be there at retirement time.   


